New method for analyzing the molecular weights of proteins by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Previously the method for determining protein molecular weights from SDS-PAGE depended on the accidental, only partial linearity of protein movement with the logarithm of its molecular weight. A new, mathematically rigorous method with supporting data is now described demonstrating that such movement is dependent upon the reciprocal of protein size. Experimental data, therefore, follow most closely a hyperbolic curve when plotted directly; it becomes linear and passes through the origin when movement is plotted vs the reciprocal of protein molecular weight. In the earlier method determination of the error of a measurement of molecular weight is very complex and never determined. In the method presented here such error is easily estimated and it is identical in both the hyperbolic and linear forms of data presentation. This method may eventually also allow other less-significant forces controlling movement such as protein charge to be analyzed and understood.